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Trustee drive ends 
Aide says Rhodes 
already committed 
"HALT AND BE RECOGNIZED" til tbe practice at 
Ohio State 1'nivenlty again today as more than 3,100 
National Guardsmen remain stationed on and near tbe 
A...cl«..« P,.., WlrapkoU 
campus proper. Moves are being made to take the 
Guardsmen off active status this week, state sources 
Indicate. 
By Rich Bergeman 
News Editor 
A call from governor's aide John 
McElroy has forced organizers working 
to seat a student on the Board of Trustees 
to take their case to Columbus today and 
prematurely end their petition drive. 
McElroy told student organuers that 
Gov. James A. Rhodes has already made 
a committment to replace the retiring 
trustee Robert C. Winzeler. 
The call came as a complete surprise 
to the students, and forced them to 
abruptly end their campaign for 
signatures, which had netted 5,700 
names. 
"I know McElroy was definitely 
aware of what was going on here," 
Student Body President Roger Coate said 
in indignation. 
Petition drive  coordinators  Art. 
Toalston, sophomore (Ed.) and Bruce 
Mabee,   freshman    (BA).   left      for 
Columbus this morning to  present  a 
Security keeps OSU quiet 
By Rich Bergeman 
News Editor 
COLUMBUS- The Ohio State 
University campus is quiet-but business 
is not quite going on as usual. 
Stringent security precautions en- 
forced by National Guardsmen and High- 
way Patrolmen present a forboding sight 
to travelers on High Street, a busy four- 
lane thoroughfare bordering east cam- 
pus. 
Students and residents near the 
university, however, have come to ac- 
cept the green uniforms and patrol cars 
as part of the scenery, and the constant 
ID checks as regular routine. 
OSU President Novice Fawcett has 
said Thursday's disturbances, which 
prompted the security measures, were 
the work of "professional" hell-raisers 
imported by hard-core radicals who 
couldn't get enough local support. 
If this is indeed the case, Fawcett 
and city officials have effectively shut off 
the campus and surroundings areas from 
anyone from the outside-be they 
parents,   girlfriends or "agitators." 
Anyone without an OSU ID card or 
"legitimate business" may be subject to 
one year in jail and a *500 fine if found on 
the campus itself. Signs at every street 
and sidewalks entrance to the university 
tell you so. 
And   if  you  don't  see   the   sign, 
Guardsmen to start 
pullout from OSU 
COLUMBUS (AP) Some 1,500 
National Guardsmen are expected to 
withdraw from Ohio State University this 
morning if the troubled campus remains 
calm. 
Ohio Adj. Gen. Sylvester Dei Cor so 
announced the nearly 50 per cent troop 
reduction yesterday following a special 
meeting of the OSU Board of Trustees. 
The trustees approved a revision of 
the university's grading system, 
abolished a university discipline com- 
mittee and approved the creation of an 
Office of Minority Affairs. 
Del Corso said the 3,600 man-force 
would be further reduced throughout the 
week If campus conditions  permit. 
The troops moved onto the campus 
and into surrounding areas Thursday 
after several hundred people fought 
police, smashed windows and looted 
stores. 
A student rally on campus following 
the trustee action suggested general 
dissatisfaction with the board's 
decisions. 
Student body President Stephen 
Kling told the gathering of some 3,000 he 
was unhappy with the decision reached 
on disciplinary hearings but urged the 
crowd to pursue its goals through 
peaceful means. 
"If there's trouble here now," he said, 
"Kent State is going to look like a ball 
game." 
Group to probe violence 
at KSU, other campuses 
WASHINGTON (AP) -A presidential 
commission will be announced this week 
to investigate the recent shooting of 
students at Kent State University in Ohio 
and "to look into the broad question of 
violence on the campuses." 
Presidential press secretary Ronald 
L. Ziegler said the investigation would 
be "much broader than Kent State- it will 
include examination of events other than 
Kent State, such as at Jackson State" in 
Mississippi. 
The members of the commission 
have not been determined, Ziegler said. 
A Knight Newspaper Inc. reporting 
team investigating the May 4 shootings 
at Kent State University has concluded 
that none of the shootings was necessary 
to satisfy taw enforcement needs. 
The team of 11 reporters, whose 
30,000-word report on the Kent violence 
was published Sunday in the Akron 
Beacon Journal, said their conclusions 
were consistent with findings of federal 
investigators. 
The team said the interviews with 
students, Ohio National Guardsmen, 
university officials and Kent townspeople 
also turned up no evidence that a sniper 
fired at guardsmen before they fired at 
students, killing four and wounding nine 
others. 
The reporters said they found that 
guardsmen fired without orders, some 
firing at random and some aiming 
deliberately at the students. 
They said guardsmen were not 
surrounded by demonstrators and could 
have taken serveral other courses of 
action. The reporters said none of the 
students killed was a political radical and 
none had thrown rocks at the quardsmen. 
After the shootings, Ohio National 
Guard officials contended that a sniper 
had fired at troops on the campus before 
they fired on a crowd of demonstrating 
students, some of whome of whom were 
throwing rocks and chunks of concrete at 
the guardsmen. 
The guard has said no order to fire 
was given but that troops are permitted 
to fire if their lives are endangered. 
Ohio Gov. James A. Rhodes and 
spokesmen for the Ohio National Guard 
declined to comment on the Knight 
Newspapers' report. Federal officials 
have also declined to comment on their 
investigating, which has involved more 
than 100 FBI agents in Ohio alone. 
National Guardsmen and police, 
stationed at every entrance to the 
University since Friday, let you know 
kindly enough. 
Guardsmen are also stationed at 
most on-campus parking lots, and rove 
through the campus checking ID'S at 
random in case someone manges to slip 
through. 
On the perimeter of the "university 
area" Guardsmen are posted at every 
street and alley. The "university area" 
includes from one to five blocks of 
businesses and residences extending 
outward around the campus itself. 
All traffic and as many pedestrians 
as possible are checked at the perimeter 
posts, and once again a few blocks down 
just outside the university. 
The only way a visitor can get 
through the city section of the 
"university area," if he is not lucky 
enough to find a sympathetic Guardsmen 
who will let him past the perimeter, is to 
travel north-south on High Street. 
And even that isn't easy. 
Traffic turning right or left off High 
is slowed and Jammed-up at everyside- 
street for about a mile by roadblocks 
where ID's are checked. 
And every fifth or sixth vehicle on 
High is either a highway patrol car, a city 
police car with broad white x's of tape 
across the windshield, or a jeep carrying 
four Guardsmen-bayonets projecting 
upwards. 
Curfews have been imposed in in the 
"university area" since Thursday, and 
have resulted in hundreds arrested for its 
violation. 
But still, the mood is not tense at 
OSU, at least not on the surface. 
Most officers and guardsmen are 
amiable and seem to realize the hassle 
citizens and students are being put 
through. They make an honest attempt 
to understand each individual's situation 
if he wants to go somewhere without an 
ID. 
Little children ride their tricycles 
around the armed three-and four-man 
perimeter posts, while coeds chat with 
Guardsmen stationed on High Street. 
And a beer-blast was very- 
unofficially sponsored by a few Guard- 
smen on campus Saturday night. 
As one girl put it, "Well, we're used 
to 'em by now." 
»»|>W< »T PMI Hall 
position paper, the petitions gathered 
thus far and the three student 
nominations for the appointment. 
Toalston and Mabee, who is also vice 
president of rules and regulations, plan 
to meet with State Sen. Howard Cook, 
Speaker of the House Charles Kurfess 
and an aide from the governor's office 
today. 
Besides presenting the information, 
the two want to express their 
dissatisfaction that Gov. James A. 
Rhodes apparently made the com- 
mittment without considering the 
students here. 
Mabee said he has been trying for 
two weeks to set up an appointment with 
Gov. Rhodes, but "kept getting put off." 
It's time the governor considered 
someone other than a political appointee 
for the position, Coate added. "He should 
at least consider a student appointee. 
The governor must have known what 
was going on here, Coate remarked, but 
he just ignored it. He said he was 
irritated that Gov. Rhodes kept putting 
the students off and refused to see them.. 
"We'll try to make this a political 
issue if he doesn't consider ourposition/- 
Coate added. 
He said Roger Cloud, Republican 
candidate  for  governor,  has  already 
expressed the need for student members 
on boards of trustees. 
"If this committment by Gov. 
Rhodes becomes confirmed," said 
Toalston, "we'll direct our efforts toward 
seating a non-voting student." 
The students can prove that it is not 
illegal for the board itself to seat a non- 
voting student, he claimed, and they will 
proceed to do so. 
The Board of Trustees last year 
declined to seat a non-voting student, on 
the grounds that it was not legal for them 
to do so. 
"For the only major residential 
school that has remained open, we've 
gotten little thanks from the governor," 
Toalston complained. 
A major point in their position, he 
continued, is that other state schools 
have regressed in the past few weeks, 
while Bowling Green has been 
progressing. 
Despite this, he said, the university 
has gotten attic response from state 
officials. 
The two-week long petition-drive had 
orginally set a goal of 10,000 signatures. 
It had been hoped this number could be 
reached within one week, but the 
students behind the drive soon 
discovered they needed more time. 
Group to represent 
student body views 
By Damon Beck 
Staff Reporter 
An organization to hear student 
problems, research student issues and 
present them to administration officials 
has been reorganized around the old 
office of Political Research. 
Group Action for Students (GAS) will 
be an organization representing the 
student body and will in turn present all 
necessary changes to the University 
community, according the Bruce Mabee, 
Student Council vice president of rules 
and regulations. 
Mabee, who is coordinator of GAS, 
emphasised that GAS is in no way tied in 
with Student Council. 
"GAS is a new student voice," he 
said. "Student Council like it was run 
last year is dead." 
It should be the focal point of the new 
Community Council." 
GAS will research student issues and 
form definite proposals so they can be 
presented to the student body, the ad- 
ministration or any other organization 
involved. 
In addition to research issues the 
organization will try to get one 
representative from each wing of each 
dorm, a person in each greek house and 
students in various off-campus locations. 
"When there is an issue we will send 
out petitions to each of these to get 
students reactions," Mabee said. 
In this way, if every student at the 
University is represented, GAS will have 
a gauge to measure the percentage of 
student concern and backing. 
"We are trying to go to the students 
and get personal contact," Mabee said. 
"I want all the students to know what is 
going on at all times." 
GAS will also institute a telephone 
"action line" to answer any immediate 
questions students might have. 
Through all the research and per- 
sonal contact with students GAS will 
develop files on all the important 
questions, he said. 
"All students have complaints and 
before they just laid them into the lap of 
Student Council," Mabee said. "Student 
Council wouldn't do anything about them 
and the students didn't feel they had 
Brace Mabee 
anything to do with it after that." 
Mabee said he wanted to keep the 
eight people who ran for Student Council 
but who weren't elected involved and 
interested. But anyone who is interested 
may work for GAS, he added. 
GAS will be broken up into three 
parts, including a political committee, a 
legal committee and a ecological com- 
mittee. 
The three main points GAS will be 
studying in the near future are the 
establishment of the Community Council, 
putting a student on the University's 
Board of Trustees, and researching the 
New University. 
Through a systemized method of 
looking at each problem involving a 
planning session, researching, compiling 
the facts and selecting a negotiating 
team, GAS hopes to be organized enough 
to present the issues. 
"The administration will not listen 
unless you have some constructive issues 
and can present them," Mabee said. 
"When you go to the administration they 
have so many questions. This is the way 
we think we can come up with the an- 
swers." 
Mabee said he is sure GAS will work. 
"About 30 people have contacted me 
already wanting to work," he said. "We 
intend to research Community Council 
this summer." 
••••••••••••••••••••••A***** 
I'Cfiicago'. . . j. 
LAST WEEK'S hot humid weather forced many classes to move outside. 
Here a group jfitudenti sits on the Inner campus behind South Hall. 
-   * The News reviews Thursday's concert * 
J on page 5 J 
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the new council 
With the instigation of an ad-hoc community council, 
the University has made the first Important step toward a 
long-needed campus-wide organization. 
The new body is composed equally of students, faculty 
and staff members, and will serve as an open forum to 
coordinate the views of the various facets of the University 
community. 
The point that must not be lost, however, is that the 
organization has no real power...either In an advisory or a 
legislative capacity. 
This ad-hoc body cannot be considered an end, but only 
a means to an end. Members of the University community 
must use it as a stepping-stone to a more viable, concrete 
body hopefully one that will have decision-making, rather 
than advisory, powers. 
Any delay in achieving that goal based on the premise 
that an ad-hoc council will do for now would be a big 
mistake. 
Only when students, faculty, and staff members are 
able to sit down in meaningful discussions that are assured 
of achieving something more solid than mere rhetoric can 
campus unity be achieved. 
The ad-hoc community council is a good beginning. But 
it is just that  a beginning, not an end. 
2-S deferments 
The University presently Informs a student's local 
Selective Service Board when this student is eligible for a 
2-S deferment. 
The University also informs the local board within 10 
days of the time an individual no longer meets the 
requirements of being a full-time student. 
As the system now operates, federal law requires that a 
student progress in academic work at a pace at which he 
advances one class every year as an undergraduate. If he 
falls behind, he can lose his deferment. 
The rationale of the University In informing draft 
boards is that if a board is informed when a student is 
eligible for a deferment, it should inform the board when a 
student isn't eligible for one. 
The Selective Service Board office In Columbus claims 
that no state university is required by law to distribute to 
local boards information regarding the status of students. 
The News believes that the present policy of informing 
draft boards of the status of students should be discon- 
tinued. The manner in which a student deals with his draft 
board should be completely his business. 
If he desires that the board have full Information on his 
status, that student can provide that Information himself. 
Or, if a student chooses to use other means In dealing with 
his board, he has that option open to him also. 
At any rate, the University should stay out of the draft 
information business since It is not required by law to 
furnish any information. 
A student Isn't really being done a service when the 
University tells his draft board he no longer rates a 
deferment. 
'Oops!' 
opinion 
correction     ■••'* tar from yoi 
The editorial appearing In Friday's 
BG Newi entitled "an amendment" 
incorrectly stated Out the Senate to 
conttderiai a constitutional amendment 
to withhold funds from the lanirMliisii 
War. 
The amendment betaf rinslltinid to 
attached to nn appropriations bill 
designed for that purpose. The thesis of 
the   editorial,   however,   remains   the 
The BG News welcomes all letters to 
the editor and your opinion columns. 
Due to oar desire to bring yon the 
largest cross-section of views sad 
opinions, however, we ash that letters he 
no more than IN wards, typewritten, and 
columns be n miitti—I of fear 
typewritten pages, tilnlu npnind. 
We maintain the right to edit an 
materlals which exceed those limits, and 
to edit with respect to the tows of libel 
and good taste. 
on the survival of the human race 
By Sosija Anne Prottch 
Guest Columnist 
The practice of war as a means of 
settling disputes between nations and 
peoples is obsolete. Ultimately, 
humanity's survival to at stake. The 
development of new chemically and 
biologically produced diseases aimed at 
killing or Incapacitating human beings Is 
an inconceivable and utter contradiction 
to those who contribute In any way to 
conquering killer diseases slresdy 
present. * 
Technological development t o create 
new war weapons is treacherously un- 
touched-for 'classified' reasons- by the 
awareness and considered vote of ap- 
proval of the majority of our country's 
people. Our country Is presently engaged 
in the development, production, and 
stockpiling of such weapons of war. 
Obsolete is an apt description for the 
draft system as practiced now; used for 
unconstitutional procurement of men and 
women to fight, kill, and 'act as advisors' 
In officially undeclared wars such as the 
Southeast Asian war. 'Policing actions' 
in countries who request our aid should 
be prohibited unless and until a proper 
and creditable determination by our 
people through completely provided for 
and constitutional means, Indicates such 
■policing action' is indeed in the best 
interests of world peace. 
Then, the advice or "policing action' 
should be strictly limited to preserving 
vital human development within the 
distressed country through educational 
development, agricultural, nutritional 
advice-whatever is necessary to 
stabilize and render effective the 
previously established institutions which 
affect the people, especially the young, of 
the country  in distress.    The people 
themselves should conduct their own war 
if they must, and accept the con- 
sequences. 
It would seem that our treatment of 
the United Nations to date reveals that 
we mistrust this organization as an ef- 
fective means of bettering the world and 
as on arbitrator for peaceful settlement 
of disputes which appear to be leading to 
or have lead to waning among peoples 
and nations. The United Nations has not 
earned this mistrust. 
Our attitude in practice toward the 
United Nations is an indirect admission 
that we do not really trust the ef- 
fectiveness and strength of our own 
system of government-Its proclaimed 
ability to change and strengthen Itself 
from within-as a convincing way of 
government which others might emulate 
and themselves adapt to their own forms 
of government. 
The United Nations has the structure 
news Lerrers 
a thank you from Holder 
I am requesting some of your space to 
congratulate the student petition com- 
mittee, Mr. Wade Werner, Mr. Bruce 
Purple, and the student petitioners who 
worked in my behalf and, more im- 
portantly, in the behalf of the entire B.G. 
student body to gain an effective voice 
for the peasantry in the hiring, firing, 
and evaluation of teaching faculty. 
Although the tenured defenders of 
"academic freedom" can discard 
student petitions and dismiss their pleas 
as non-vital Issues, they must still cope 
with the growing student consciousness 
of new values in an educational system 
proving more worthless by the minute. 
It has become obvious In the faculty 
blockade of the New University, the 
frustration of "student voice" issues, and 
the widespread indifference of faculty 
members toward Ufe-and-death 
problems In the academic and civic 
oemmunity that "academic freedom" 
has become a defense for in- 
stitutionalised Incompetence, 
Irrelevance, and resistance to change.. 
Freedom used In such a way is blatant 
hypocrisy.   It denies the existence of 
m memory of 
Arch B. Conklin 
The recent death of Arch B. Conklin 
deprived the university of a long-time 
friend. Because his presence has not 
been felt since his retirement ten years 
ago none of our present students, and 
only a dwindling number of faculty and 
staff members remember his many 
contributions. 
On his retirement he joined in limbo 
that surprisingly large number of 
emeriti who go largely unnoticed by the 
university community which benefited so 
greatly from their years of labor and 
allegiance. 
Arch was a product of another age, 
and was probably fortunate to have 
retired when he did; he would find most 
of today's behavior patterns totally In- 
comprehensible. He loved students, but 
he also believed in the efficacy of 
discipline, sadly but fairly and firmly 
meted out, and contritely accepted. 
As Dean of Students It was his un- 
fortunate duty to administer discipline, 
but his humanity was so great that I have 
often seen him physically sick over the 
prospect of enforcement. The very 
qualities that made him sick on the Job 
also made him the best man for it. 
There are literally thousands of fomer 
students all over the world who are no 
doubt better for the discipline, but better 
soil because of their contact with true 
magnanimity. 
Arch once contrived livable quarters 
in a service closet for a student who 
wished to attend college but was too poor 
to pay for housing. He also made 
countless private loans to students, from 
which he said he v never lost a cent But 
these ore only two examples of the many 
benevolences known only to close friends 
and benefactors. 
Although Arch believed in and 
practiced good works, he was never- 
theless a realist; he often said that one 
could not expect gratitude. 
It perhaps would not have surprised 
him then to learn that his portrait was 
torn down by the residents of the dorm 
which bore his name - and perhaps it 
would not b have hurt him too much o 
have foreseen that the campus 
publication which he helped to build and 
supported for years gave only the 
briefest scknowledgment of his passing. 
Don't expect gratitude? Arch, you were 
right, as usual. 
PJL Wlgg 
School of Art 
critical Intelligence and responsibility iin 
its opponents. It can only intensify the 
current war between professional 
scholars and the growing ranks of 
professional humans. 
Students have become conscious of a 
world that insults it the human in- 
telligence with its meanlnglessness, 
inequity, and filth. They have demanded 
an education in life to combat a system of 
conditionaed response and senseless 
adherence to inhumanity. 
This plea, if I Interpret it correctly. Is 
a sincere appeal to the alleged In- 
telligence of educators for the liberation 
of the "liberal Arts" from grade- 
oriented fact vomiting and Ancient, 
Medieval, and Modern poppy seed 
counting. 
It Is answered with text-bound survey 
courses, note-taking contests, multi- 
colored map tests, and frustrated 
scholars anxious to return to their In- 
tellectual masturbation. 
Such a response to the challenge of 
reality reveals the weakness of big- 
business, government-grant scholarship 
— it cannot teach, nor can It spare the 
time and effort to Inspire individual 
analysis and critical thought on the part 
of the student. 
To "get on" in this system the teacher 
must become the "scholar", edifice of 
the institution or department "on Its way 
up". 
Students are regarded as the 
necessary evil in this money-prestige 
game. They are the living symbols of the 
base responsibilities the esoteric or 
antiquarian intellectual must bear in 
order to pursue his calling in peace and 
quiet. 
The genius, too busy with grants and 
journal articles to listen to questions, sets 
the children groveling for grades while 
he reads from lecture notes he took in 
grad school. The teacher does not teach, 
the student does not learn, the library 
stands magnificently empty, and 
"academic freedom" flourishes. 
Confronted with relevance, the 
community of "scholars" proves to be 
incompetent. It cannot understand the 
student's questions from the once-silent 
classrooms; it cannot understand the 
student's serious involvement Inllife 
problems. 
The. only solution available to the 
concerned student is now being applied— 
in the New University and the movement 
for a Student Union. If the students of 
Bowling Green State University can 
prove their responsibility and support the 
real "New U." —the graduate students 
soon to become FACULTY— they can 
find and keep true relevance in a true 
education. 
James R. Holder 
Department of History 
and, In Its charter, the stated objectives 
to encourage dialogue among nations and 
peoples as well as the demonstrated 
ability to provide for the critical and 
urgent human needs arising out of 
conflicts among the people of the world. 
I have heard the excuse that to subject 
our national war policy-making decisions 
to the scrutiny of appropriate United 
Nations committees would be to abdicate 
our right as a self-governing country to 
go forth in the world and act-in whatever 
manner we deem fit. It to a shallow 
excuse, and results in a dangerous 
posture for our country. 
World peace must now become a top 
priority issue if we are to survive-this is 
undeniable to the rational mind. 
However Human minds and hearts have 
become more (even plentifully) 
available to meditate, contemplate, and 
act upon the concept of World Peace as 
an attainable reality. 
Let us recognise as human beings 
what has been so eloquently stated since 
the beginning of recorded history-in 
war, no one is a victor. The challenge 
truly worth striving for Is the more 
difficult one-that of communicating our 
national intent to work for and commit 
all of our earthly resources to the 
achievement of world peace through 
action initiated here in this country and 
through response to those likewise 
committed to world peace-no matter 
from which nation. 
Now, as never before, the youth of the 
United States of America are committed 
to creating constructive solutions to all 
earthly human problems. This com- 
mitment explicitly accepts that there 
must be universal dialogue, realigning. 
self-extension-call it empahy or 
whatever- among men women and 
children. 
This is a genuine and responsibly 
demonstrated commitment of our youth 
to which our present government must 
respond, immediately, clearly and 
positively- making available on a first- 
priority basis the vast resources of the 
governmental structure- in order that 
our youth may convey these constructive 
solutions to our nation and the world as 
our new national world policy. 
There can no longer be such a thing as 
foreign policy'-the youth are committed 
to world citizenship as an ultimate 
solution. The basic human needs for 
survival are commonly shared; the 
necessities for survival are not foreign' 
to a single human being on earth. 
Let us, therefore, establish a national 
Department of Peace. Let Its physical 
nature reflect in an architectural way the 
monumental nature of the task it so 
willingly and desperately shall take upon 
itself. Let its national prestige be one 
based upon respect for the grass roots 
abilities of every citizen of this country to 
contribute to its teak. I feel certain that 
no 'draft' or 'conscription' will ever be 
required to 'staff' such a Department of 
Peace! (Refer to the book written by 
Congressman Richard D. Mc Carthy, 
titled, The Ultimate Folly.) 
our man Hoppe 
the only fair draft law 
By Arthur Hoppe 
Washington, June 1, 1972 (cq) - A 
brigade of New York hard-hat con- 
struction workers, led by General Barry 
Goldwater and other former public of- 
ficials, emplaned for Pakistan today to 
prepare for the invasion of Nepal. 
"We'll lick those Nepalese in six 
weeks," confidently predicted Sergeant 
(formerly Congressman) Mendell Rivers 
as he shouldered his pack. 
The Invasion was proposed only ten 
days ago by Senator (now Corporal) John 
Stennls. 
"We must invade Nepal," he argued 
on Face the Press," In order to protect 
the flanks of our boys in Pakistan who 
are protecting the flanks of our boys In 
Burma, who are protecting the flanks of 
our boys in Thailand, who are protecting 
the flanks of our boys in Cambodia, who 
are protoclng the flanks of our boys in 
Vietnam so that our boys can come home 
soorner." 
Senate Stennls was, of course, im- 
mediately drafted under the new 
Volunteer Army Law. 
The law, to paraphrase its legal 
language, simply says, "Those who like a 
war ought ot go fight it." 
The law, sponsored by a coalition of 
Doves, sailed through Congress last 
year. The Doves noted that the proposed 
law was not only far more fair than the 
old Selective Service System, but it 
would produce a far more efficient Ar- 
my. 
"A soldier who likes a war," they 
pointed out, "will fight it with much 
greater enthusiasm than one who 
doesn't," 
The logic of both arguments proved 
overwhelming. The public, long uneasy 
about the morality of forcing reluctant 
young men to fight old men's wars, 
supported the measure wholeheartedly. 
The Hawks In Congress had little   to 
say about the war since - nervously 
presaging any remark with, "Now I don't 
like this war one bit, but. . ." 
It was the failure of Goldwater, 
Rivers and Stennls to employ this 
disclaimer in their enthusiasm that o got 
them drafted The Hard-hats were called 
up when they shouted "Nepalize Nepal!" 
while clobbering SO peace demonstrators 
with their crowbars. 
A near crisis resulted when the Vice 
President attacked the peace demon- 
strators as "prurient purveyors of 
pernicious pleonasm"(cq) for 
"damaging the tools of American 
working men with their heads." But he 
hastily explained that just because he 
didn't like peace demonstrators, it didn't 
mean he liked the war. 
The new American Army of war- 
lovers has, as predicted, proved superb 
in battle. As a result, it came as no 
surprise when the Soviet Presidium lost 
month issued an edict similar to the U.S. 
Uw. Red China and other nations are now 
following suit. 
This has led to the hope in some 
quarters that these new armies, com- 
posed of all human beings who like wars, 
will neet In some place like Antarctica in 
one magnificent final battle - a battle 
fought to the very last man. 
Such hopes are expressed only in 
private, however. Unfortunately, under 
the new Volunteer Army Law, no one in 
his right mind would admit publicly to 
liking a war such as that. 
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Court ok's emergency rules 
STATE TREASURER John D. Herbert announced at a 
newi conference Friday thai be would not resign and 
would continue on the Republican ticket lor attorney 
general in the November elections. Herbert was accused 
Associated Pf««- Wlr*ah*t« 
of accepting campaign funds from a firm that served as a 
finder for private firms that borrowed large sums from 
the treasurer's office. 
Economic woes cut tax take 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
Supreme Court yesterday 
upheld the authority of urban 
officials to prohibit groups of 
people from assembling on 
city street* in times of 
"emergency." 
The Court dismissed an 
appealbythree 
Philadelphians arrested for 
participating in peaceful 
demonstrations following the 
assassination of Dr. Martin 
Luth King Jr., in April, 1968 
Mayor James H.J. Tate 
had issued an emergency 
proclamation prohibiting 
groups of U or more from 
gathering on public sidewalks 
or in any outdoor place except 
for transportation, recreation 
or to enter and leave 
buildings. 
More than 100 people were 
arrested in three assemblies. 
They were a treeat a tree- 
planting in a park to honor 
King, a gathering at the home 
of Rep. William Barrett, (D- 
l'a. i. to press for passage of 
civil rights legislation, and a 
protest of the proclamation 
itself on the University of 
Pennsylvania campus. 
The three appellants, Janet 
Stetland, a law student, Mrs. 
Emily Achtenberg, of Cam- 
bridge, Mass., and Peter 
Countryman, a 27-year-old 
carpenter, contended the First 
Treasury seeks raising debt 
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
Sagging corporate profits and 
other economic woes have cut 
the government's tax take, 
administration spokesmen 
said yesterday as they asked 
Congress for $18 billion ad- 
ditional borrowing authority. 
The Treasury's request 
for a debt ceiling increase to 
$395 billion-$2 billion more 
than had been expected as 
recently as last week-set off a 
round of Democratic criticism 
of President Nixon's handling 
of the economy. 
The administration's 
reluctant but long anticipated 
request came on a day that 
saw these other develop- 
ments: 
-A decline in home- 
mortgage interest rates was 
reported for April, the first 
since 1968. But federal 
housing officials said it is too 
early to say whether this in- 
dicates a welcome new trend 
-The stock market con- 
tinued its precipitous decline, 
setting new seven-year low 
marks. 
-Democratic leaders in 
Senate and House Joined in 
declaring that the economy 
has reached a crisis stage 
because of rising unem- 
ployment coupled with con- 
tinued inflation.  They  urged 
Halpern solicits texts 
A drive to collect text- 
books to be sold to benefit the 
Martin Luther King 
Scholarship Fund is currently 
being conducted by Dr 
Sheldon Halpern, associate 
professor of English. 
Dr. Halpern Is requesting 
extra desk and examination 
copies of textbooks which 
have been revised or 
published since 1968. 
He also indicated that 
students interested in 
donating textbooks would be 
welcome. 
The book collection was 
started two years ago by Dr. 
Halpern as a method of 
raising money for the 
Scholarship Fund. 
He said that publishers 
send courtesy copies of text- 
books to professors which the 
man might look through and 
never use. 
Halpern requested that 
these books be donated to 
raise money for the fund. 
When the drive was started 
two years ago about 1,900 
books were collected of which 
1,000 vtfre sold to raise $700. 
Although the drive was 
discontinued last year 
because Dr. Halpern was out 
of the country, he began 
requesting books again 
around May 1 this year. 
"It's kind of a low key 
drive. I send out two or three 
memos reminding people to 
bring books in," said Dr. 
Halpern. 
The drive will continue 
until the end of the quarter 
when the books will be sold. 
Anyone interested in 
donating textbooks can bring 
them to the Faculty Senate 
office, 108 Graduate Center. 
President Nixon to summon a 
National Conference on In- 
flation and Unemployment. 
In connection with the 
administration request for a 
boost in debt celling. Chair- 
man Wilbur D. Mills, D-Ark., 
of the House Ways and Means 
Committee, asked Secretary 
of the Treasury David M. 
Kennedy    whether his 
economic projections are not 
still too optimistic. 
Noting that the Treasury 
had overestimated corporate 
profits for 1969, Mills asked 
"Wouldn't It be safer to 
assume th $89 billion level of 
corporate profits you now 
project will not be attained in 
1970?" 
Mills questioned also a 
prediction of $800 billion 
personal income-"if we are to 
realize such a level, there 
would have  to  be  either  a 
HEW provides funds 
to aid Upward Bound 
The University's 1970-1971 
Upward Bound Program has 
been awarded 1111,557 from 
the Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare Office 
of Education. 
Clifford C. Brooks, director 
of the University's Upward 
Bound programs, said the 
funds would be used to provide 
stipends, materials and 
cultural experiences for 
students. This is the 
University's fifth year in the 
program. 
Upward Bound, a nation- 
wide program established in 
1965 by the Office of Economic 
Opportunity, selects tenth and 
eleventh graders and gives 
them on-campus training 
programs during the summer. 
About 75 students are able 
to participate in Bowling 
Green's program each year. 
The program includes year- 
round tutoring for the high 
school students and monthly 
trips to campus for specialized 
counseling and cultural 
events. 
Funds from the HEW 
department provide each high 
school with a weekly stipend 
during the summer and enable 
them to take field trips to 
museums, newspapers, plays 
and other campus Upward 
Bound programs. 
Students participating in 
Bowling Green's program 
come from the Bowling Green, 
Lima, Perrysburg and Toledo 
areas. 
tJ/ie Set/ //any 
Hex/ /a 
'/'"I /tif/i 
Your tubside companion 
for freshness. Scare oil" with 
• wisp of MY OWN Spray. 
You're confident all day. 
MY 
OWN. 
Hygienic Deodorant Spray, 
for women only. 
A vi liable a 1st in 
cleansing ton eltlies. 
MALE OR  FEMALE 
LOOKING? 
Summer Work 
For College Students 
We Offer A Guarantee of 
$500 
Per Month If You Meet Our 
Requirements. For Information Call 
Mr. Sims at 479-2278. 
In Toledo, or Contact Kurt Zim- 
merman at Student Placement Office 
E. B. Inc 
. 
AflMtiOl 
Mt.il. Ho... 
I.y.rs! 
Before you bay any 
mobile home, be sure to 
see os* of the largewt 
selections of mobile 
homes hi the Trl-State 
area. Try our rental 
■■taiii   pba.   PRICE 
MOBILE HOME 
CENTER, MM Woodvllle 
Rd., Toledo, Okie. 4 
miles East of Woodvllle 
MaD.onRt.51. Open till* 
pal. Monday thro 
Friday. 
Sorority Fall 
Rush Registration 
May 26 - will be in your dorm cafeteria 
from 10:45 - 1:00 and 4:30 - 6:00 
May 27 to 29 - Sign up at 440 Student 
Services from $-5. 
NEW BUSINESS 
AVAILABLE !! 
I have a small chain of retail stores that 
are located in the state of Ohio and now 
would like to expand further. 
Presently, I am interested in locating in 
your community and now looking for the 
following: 
(1) Existing Building (approx. 1500 to 
2000 sq. ft.) 
(2) Manager (minimum capital 
required) 
(3) Investor or Investor Partner 
(4) Regional Operator 
If you would like more information about 
any of our four listed opportunities, fill in 
the coupon below and mail today. 
All inquiries will remain confidential 
NO     PREVIOUS     BUSINESS     EX- 
PERIENCE NECESSARY. 
ABSOLUTELY NO 
OBLIGATION 
MAIL TO: 
ROGER LAUGHLIN 
636     Claremont   Ave. 
ASHLAND, OHIO 44805 
NAME    — 
ADDRESS 
CITY    
STATE   — 
PHONE — 
Amendment's guarantee of 
public assembly prohibits the 
prosecution of citizens for 
peaceably massing on public 
streets. 
They said conditions in 
Philadelphia did not warrant 
the prohibition, that it gave 
the mayor arbitrary power 
and that the ban was not 
specific enough to be con- 
stitutional. 
The Court majority made 
no comment other than to note 
that the appeal was being 
dismissed for want of a sub- 
stantial federal question. 
However, Justice William 
O. Douglas issued a dissent In 
which he said that the 
questions presented "are so 
novel and undecided" that he 
thougnh the court should hear 
the case. 
He said Philadelphia's 
ordinance and the mayor's 
proclamation raise serious 
questions under the  First 
Amendment. 
"First, the prohibition of 
assembly extended not merely 
to purbUcly owned property, 
but to "any outdoor place,' 
public or private," Douglas 
said. 
"Second, the proclamation 
covered all types of assembly, 
except for three narrow ex- 
ceptions, regardless of how 
peaceful, orderly, and 
otherwise lawful that 
assembly be. 
Israelis, Lebanese 
battle in border war 
general upturn Immediately, 
or a great increase in inflation 
by the end of  th year." 
Kennedy and Budget 
Director Robert P Mayo, 
however. Insisted the 
requested budget celling 
would take care of con- 
tingencies. 
It is based on an 
assumption the government 
should always have 18 billion 
cash on hand-rather than $4 
billion as in the past-and an 
extra $3 billion reserve. 
The public debt varies 
widely during he year as tax 
collecting and spending peak 
at different times. 
Kennedy said rumors that 
the administration will soon 
go to Congress with new tax 
proposals should be put to 
rest. 
BEIRUT (AP)- An Israeli 
armored force crossed the 
south Lebanese border today, 
a government spokesman 
announced here, and battled 
for nearly four hours with the 
Lebanese army at the village 
of Yaroun, a mile inside 
Lebanon. 
The Israeli force, which the 
spokesman said was backed 
by air and artillery support, 
then withdrew. 
In Tel Aviv, the military 
command said only that an 
Israeli army patrol came 
under gunfire from Lebanon 
while operating in the region 
of the Lebanese border and 
returned the fire. 
The spokesman said there 
were no Israeli casualities. 
Lebanese    communique 
reported today's attack began 
at 12:45 p.m., and termed it a 
"new aggression against 
I«banon." 
Radio programs were 
interrupted to broadcast news 
of the Israeli assault. 
This is the second ground 
attack on southern Lebanon 
within two weeks. Israeli 
tanks stabbed into the 
southeastern corner of 
l*banan May 12 in a bid to 
smash a network of guerrilla 
bases in the area. They 
remained 36 hours before 
pulling back over the border. 
Today's reprisal has been 
widely predicted following the 
Israeli school bus ambush 
which killed 12 persons. 
On the Egyptian front, 
Israeli planes crossed the Suez 
Canal during the night and 
pounded enemy targets for 
three hours, the Israeli 
military command said. 
Later, planes carried out a 
second attack in the canal 
lone. All planes returned 
safely, a spokesman said.. 
Informed sources said the 
steady air attacks, ranging as 
deep as 20 miles into Egypt 
from the canal, are ham- 
pering the installation new 
Soviet SAM3 antiaircraft 
missiles. 
Seven Israeli soldiers were 
killed Saturday when a mess 
hall on the east bank of the 
canal was hit during an ar- 
tillery duel across the 
waterway. It was one of 
Israel's heaviest losses in 
nearly a year. 
The Student Housing Association 
needs your help ! 
We're  interested  in your problems 
because they're our   problems also: 
1) higher rents for diminishing services. 
2) over restrictive leases; or no lease at all. 
3) security deposits that are never returned. 
4) the inadequate supply of housing - especially for 
married couples. 
5) inadequate inspection by health officials. 
6) delayed service and maintenance. 
Problems like these MUST be and CAN be solved, 
but only with your help. We can't solve these 
problems for you but we can solve them with you. 
Bring your housing problems (no matter how large 
or small) and your suggestions to us at Room 420 
Student Services Bldg. Monday through Thursday 
from 9-5.   Call us at 372-2968. 
Store Wide 
Clearance 
NOW IN PROGRESS 
ALL    DRESSES    IN    STOCK 
REDUCED 
10 percent to 50 percent off 
ASMARKED 
SPECIAL! 
$4.9? 
(Values to 16.00) 
skirts, slacks, Bermudas, 
dresses 
Selected Sportswear 
skirts, slacks, jackets Knit shirts 
20 percent off 
Vi Price, cottons 
suits,  skirts,  slacks 
Bermudas, dresses 
LINGERIE and SLEEPWEAR 
Prints and Pastels 
slips, half slips,  bras, girdles, 
gowns, robes 
V» to Vi off 
ACCESSORIES 
scarves, jewelry, purses, gloves 
Vi price 
Pastel Panty Hose 
(White not included) 
30 percent oH 
Blouses - Knit Tops 
SI.00 to S3.99 
others as marked 
Miscellaneous Gift Items 
guest soaps, pomaners, hosiery 
cases, curler bonnets candles - 
etc. 
Vi OH 
DOLL CLOSE-OUT 
Friend, Love, Spring 
by Joan Walsh Anglund 
reg. 7.00 now 4.99 
Pocket Dolls reg 3.98 now 2.79 
Snoopy reg 2.98 now 1.99 
She gowdex &uff 
525 Ridge St.                                    p„. 352-4225 
m 
'Ski 
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PAC  accepts charter 
By Cindy Suopis 
The University School of 
Music   is   on   its   way   to 
autonomy. 
Academic Council ac- 
cepted a revised School of 
Music Charter May 13, after 
the school's independent grant 
was accepted by the council in 
January. Minor changes in 
committee structure and the 
charter delayed action. 
"It is my assumption we 
will have autonomy on Sept. 1, 
1970," said Dr. Robert W. 
Hohn, coordinator of graduate 
studies in music and charter 
committee   member  since 
1966. 
The new school will be 
divided into departments of 
Music Theory and History, 
Music Education and Per- 
formance Studies. 
All music faculty will be 
considered members of a 
specific department. 
Dr. Hohn said the three 
departments will allow 
students to receive more 
attention in their particular 
areas of study. 
"The basic change," said 
Bernard Linden, associate 
professor of music and 
charter committee member. 
"is we won't have to go 
through the College of 
Education Councils." 
Linden said the School of 
Music Councils would "bring a 
more flexible program ac- 
cording to student needs and 
desires within the realm of 
university policies." 
The Charter provides a 
student position on the 
Executive Council of the 
school. 
The granting of autonomy 
in the School of Music could 
mean the beginning of a 
College of Fine Arts on 
campus. 
Linden said this was a 
possibility, although action in 
the near future involves 
mechanical      complications. 
"The arts on this campus," 
said Linden, "are diffused and 
scattered. The function of a 
College of Fine Arts Is more 
Important than the 
organization." 
Weathermen vow 'attack' 
within next two weeks 
Airline hijacker permits 
63 passengers to depart 
NEW YORK (AP) - A 
statement warning of an 
"attack on a symbol or in- 
stitution of American in- 
justice" within the next two 
weeks has purportedly been 
issued by the Weathermen, 
the revolutionary youth 
organization, the New York 
Times reported todav. 
The statement also 
claimed to have identified the 
third person killed in an ex- 
plosion in a Greenwich Village 
townhouse last March as 
Terry Robbins, a Weatherman 
who was a radical leader at 
Kent State University in 1968, 
the newspaper said. 
NEW YORK (AP) - An 
American Airlines plane 
bound from Chicago to New 
York was hijacked by a man 
with a gun after takeoff 
yesterday and the pilot or- 
dered to fly to Havana. 
An airline splkesman said 
the hijacker had agreed to let 
the  passengers  get  off  the 
plane during a refueling stop 
at Kennedy airport here. The 
plane landed shortly after 3 
p.m. EDT. 
The plane carried 63 
passengers and a seven-man 
crew. 
A Port Authority 
splkesman said it had been 
notified  that  the  hijacker 
would shoot if he saw anything 
but a bus and fueling trucks 
near the plane at Kennedy. 
The hijacker, according to 
an airline spokesman, pulled a 
gun on one of the stewardesses 
in the rear of the plane and 
said he wanted the aircraft to 
fly to Havana. 
TO 
DO 
TOD8Y 
t 
PUZZLE 
By Joseph LaFaoci 
ACROSS .-)7 Architectu- 
ral feature. 
MOeillada. 
<>1 Always. 
t)2 Siinre. 
fi3 interpret, 
(14 I :.IIIII>IIS 
olliciiil. 
65 (Mate 
DOWN 
1 Turkish 
pupil, 
2 ureen 
Mountain 
Urns' lender. 
•aMsftwS '•aw. k 
- FEATURING - 
Ira Ik"* ^s*! Char Broiled Steaks and Chops Full   Course   Family 
^nafc__J Dinner 12  VARIETIES 
PANCAKES   &    WAF- 
FLES 
w&^0t*i£ Open   Tues.   thru   Sat. 
k              7:30-8 
^Kjc V           Sundays 7:30 - 7:00 
NOON SPECIALS DAILY 
LtV.'^nl 
-ELSv Ififi [5£f|fi 
412   EAST   WOOSTER 
CLOSED   MONDAYS 
Pisanello's 
W. Ui.   >...h Deufh 
Free Delivery In 
Our Portable Ovens 
5 p.m. • 1 a.m. Daily 
4:30 p.m. - 2 a.m. Fri. & 
Sat. 
Size Diameter 
10" 12" 14" 18" 
352-5166 
352-6782 
203 N. Main 
OFFICE OF STUDENT 
TEACHING 
Students who have not 
turned in applications for fall 
and winter student teaching 
should contact the Office of 
Student Teaching. 
Registration for spring 
quarter ('71) will take place at 
the beginning of fall quarter. 
Make-up physical 
examinations for fall quarter 
student teachers will be given 
the week of June 1. 
AWS EXECUTIVE BOARD 
Will meet at 4 p.m. in the 
Conference Room, Student 
Services Bldg. 
"VIOLENCE AND 
REBELLION- 
DISCUSSION 
Will   feature   a   Black 
Panther speaker from Toledo 
at 7 p.m. in 112 Life Science 
Bldg. 
1 
ANGEL FLIGHT 
Will   meet   at   4   p.m., 
Memorial Hall. 
MATHEMATICS DEPT. 
FIIJvI 
"Pits, Peaks, and Passes" 
derives a formula for the 
number of pits, peaks and 
passes for an island with a 
single shoreline at 4 p.m., in 
210 Math-Science Bldg. 
WBGU-FM "CAMPUS QUIZ" 
Finalists in the fraternity 
division will compete to 
determine who will play 
against the winnder of the 
sorority division at 6 pjn. 
Contestants are Beta Theta Pi 
and Tau Kappa Epsilon. 
TAU BETA SIGMA 
Will meet at 6:45 p.m. in 
the River Room, Union. 
KAPPA KAPPA PSI 
Will meet at 7 p.m. in the 
Capital Room, Union. 
1 Leap: inns, 
li Water 
pitcher. 
Ill   Hi   I.ill. ,1 
14 City in 
New York. 
15 Swiss river. 
Hi Distinct 
iiliimsplii-rc. 
17 Wedding 
attendant. 
10 "Picnic" 
playwright. 
211 l)i\ in I'aris. 
21 Recount. 
22 Patch. 
24 Type of dye. 
Jii I'nilulatory. 
27 "— Dreamer. 
Aren't We 
All.'" 
28 Window 
sash. 
32 Surmount. 
3."i Trim. 
3li — li\e. 
37 Intimate. 
:W Fathers 
!» Traditional 
knowledge. 
4u Pernicious, 
41 Camera part. 
42 Violinist 
MISI IM —. 
43 Devoir. 
4.~i llnlv une: 
l-'r.. iililir. 
4I> Italian 
hooray. 
47 Raring 
official. 
.M Cross out, 
.~>l Infinitesimal 
.. ''.''• 55 hnulisli 
nclresi 
Mary —. 
.">fi Pragrance. 
Solution to YeHlerday's Puzzle 
3 Composer 
Franco. 
4 Playing 
marble. 
5 Former. 
li Golf score. 
7 Lament. 
8 Stray. 
!i Press 
statements. 
II Classic 
Henry .lames 
short story. 
i Litter's 
tiniest 
member. 
2 Stimulate. 
3 Former 
heav) weight 
champ. 
18 Rockllsh. 
23"—  Maria." 
25 Cowardly. 
26 Pottery 
items. 
28 Judy —. 
29 liluniaea. 
30 Italian river- 
31 Age group: 
rolUxi. 
.12 Lean-to. 
33 Sheltered 
11.1 \. 
34 Surrounded 
by. 
35 Michel- 
anaetn 
statue. 
38 Drooled. 
42 Light cotton 
fabric. 
44 Townsman. 
45 Put away. 
47 Austere. 
48 An F.nglish 
royal family. 
49 I'neven. as a 
leaf margin. 
50 Say "I do" 
again. 
51 Entrance. 
52 llrink. 
53 "Damn 
Yankees" 
femme fatale. 
54 Cruising. 
58 Where: It. 
50 Opposite of 
talHHi. 
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CRYPTOGRAM     n> Karl Ireland 
VDKF   YDS   EQMTHF 
V R 0 M T II s II 
Yesterday's cryptogram: Rajah hates print in 
mate's pajamas. 
SKATING CLUB 
Will meet at 8 p.m. in the 
Ice Arena. 
GRADUATION 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Are now available at the 
University Bookstore, Student 
STUDENT RECITAL        Services Bldg.    Price is 20 
James   McDonald    will «nt» each- 
present a tuba recital at 8:15 
p.m. in the recital hall, Music NEW UNIVERSITY 
Bldg. Course entitled  "Bowling 
Green's Beloved Telephone 
Company" will be offered at 7 
p.m. Monday and Wednesday 
in 200 University Hall. 
An open forum will be 
conducted by Jeff Crawford 
from 3 to 5 p.m. Friday in 309 
Moseley Hall. 
Thirsty? 
Try our 
Draft 
Beers 
1. DORTMIINDER 
2. BALI AN TINE 
LIGHT OR DARK 
3. LOWENBRAU 
*H** 
T 
Location 
Stadium 
Plaza 
Bowling 
Green 
THE WIZARD OF ID 
FcerouR 
*/)nA^. 
'••. F£BTMRC 
HAVE A PICNIC AT LUMS 
"SPECIAL" 
EARL'S CORN 250 
'jiwaiWi'Msfrgiaa 
POTATO    SALAD 
MACARONI SALAD 
3- BEAN SALAD 
t\2 
■-«M«i-W*«e5«-M 
'LUMS NEW SANDWICHS' 
CHOPPED STEAK - 75e 
(with lettuce or tomatoe) 
SOUTHERN FRIED STEAK - 60<t 
(baked goods supplied by Tonys Bay.) 
~-*®fe~ CL3SSIFIED —«®fe~ 
ThrlUiNrus 
lQ6Univrrsit> 11*11 
I Hal 372-2710 
Kales 140 per line per day. 2 
lines iiiiniimun. Average of 5 
wurds per line 
Deadline?! b p in two days 
before date of publication 
The lUl News reserves the 
right l>» edit or reject any 
classified advertisement 
placed 
1 Yin led errors which in the 
News opinion deter from the 
value o( the advertisement, 
will In- rectified Iree of charge 
if reported in person within 46 
hours of publication 
ThuMtin Manor Apt 210. 
RENTALS • SALES 
To sublet:   2 man apt,   203 
Green view    333-9372 
sum qtr, Ct St Apt. rail 2-342T       *Mi evenings 
4 man (urn apt sum Green- 
view   SM4171. 
Air cond. cable TV, 1 mite 
share apt sum qtr. Elian. 372- 
2710 or 372-ai9 1170 for all 
summer 
4 man apt avail for ncit yr, 
Valentine *4-mo Call Don. 2- 
1470 
Girl needed to share apt near 
campus for sum, Under 150 
(all 353-8306 after 5 30 
Escellent homecookad food 
Sat. May 30, Portage 
Methodist Church will serve 
homemade icecream. 
homemade strawberry 
shortcake, chicken .ind- 
wichta and noodle snip 1 
block west of the stoplight in 
Portage 
Apt for 4 male students across 
from campus Avail Sept 1J 
352-7364 
Need 1 F to share trader sum 
qtr. 147.50.   Call 393-0122 
Male roommate for neit fall in 
new apt. Call Brice. 3M-7083 
Rooms for sum near campus. 
Cooking   privileges.   352-7365 
Needed i one male to fill 4 man 
apt for sum 351 Winthrop 
South, call 352-7277. 
Congratulations    Brad     A 
Murphy     What comes after 
pinned" 
House for 44 male students 
for sum only. Air cond, near 
campus    Ph. 352-73(5. 
Apartments available for 
summer sessions, neit to 
campus Each apt for 4 
students, male or female. 936 
per student, utilities paid, call 
Riders wanted from Northern •*»r4pjnJ»M7l. 
N.J. area to BG around June   Z 
20    Call Bob 352«52 Greenvtew apta sum rates 1 * 
2 bdrm apis, swimming pool, 
•party house, plenty of lawn. 
kpicnic tables, shuffle board. 
I putting green, come enjoy the 
Isummer and study Office 
hours 12-6 p m   Mon-Sst 
RIDES 
Ride Needed  Chicago or WU 
May 20. ». Jane. 372-3529 
LOST AND FOUND 
Watai: Cold to do babysitting 
& Unfit housework in exchange 
tor room k board starting aid 
summer aeaalon and-or 70-71 
school year Call 023-7555I not 
long dun 
Subleasing 2 man apt al 
Greenview Apta (or sum. call 
3SMI22 after «:M 
Congrala "Little" Sally! Thai 
Phi Mu pin looks great on you' 
Kalhy 
turn apl for sum near campus 
Girls or couple    353-4965 
Enure livingroom. bdrm k 
dinette (urn 11X15 k 9X12 
carpeting, color TV-stereo 
combo 4 miac llcnu. I all 354- 
1074 after 4 p.m. 
Big Judy-1 went STTRR-craty 
when I found you for my big. 
You are lope' Luv, Little 
Patty 
Room for. fall only  l50-rm>, 
Range. refng-Shar. S442M. 
•W Honda 350 SuperSport MOD. 
Abendra. 372-1571 
Rlck-remember the 23rd" 
[always will' Hope It was fun. 
Love. Deb. 
1MJ  Chevrolet   Impala   s 
cylinder   straight   shift 
Mechanically excellent, some 
body rust   OK     Call Don 
Wallls, 37M070 or JJ2-47J7 
For sale  four <.00>1] 00 urea. 
•40.00. call 2-21U. after 7 p m 
19H Porsche 111  93200. 354- 
4425 
Congratulations Micky k Mike 
on  your   Delt   lavalienng 
Room III 
Found pair of glaaaea. light 
brown frames on step of Ad 
Bldg, Pick up at BG Newa 
Office 
Sublet for sum 2 bdrm apt I 
block from campus 953-mo 
turn. 357-3100 
2 furn apta for 4 boys for fall. 
ptl SSM162 
(2 Chevy Bel Air. V4, auto. 4 
dr. final offer 127315. ph 
weekdays. 9-4. MI-Mll: 
evenings 3534455 
Lost: Tad Davla Tennla 
Racket i tan i behind old 
stadium courts Valuable- 
reward given. Please call 
Linda, 372-4497 
Subleasing 2 man apt for sum- 
■come to 222 Greenview before 
noon. 
Need chick to share apt sum. 
Add advantages Call 352- 
19*4 
Need eiperienced English 
rider to exercise local horse' 
Call 352-3744 
House for rent sum qtr. Room 
forJJrorsrglrla. 1150ea Ph 
S54-MM or inquire at 411 N. 
Proapecl 
2 bdrm apt for sublease both 
summer sessions or hart 2nd 
aeaalon. 10 Greenview. ceil 
■MM 
WANTED TO BUY-used 
camping equipment tent, 
sleeping bags. etc. Call Don 
Wallls. 372-2«7« or 01-4797. 
For aale: (3 Corvalr Moms 
com, good cond. caU 352-W49 
WILL TRADE 1 KIM with 
trumpet and senile collie 
forBECKY with drift 
deferment Call SARGENT 
WILD MAN " GREEN al 353- 
1571. 
Thanks "Big" H "little'' for a 
Fabulous Friday! Normal a 
Kits. 
POETRY    WANTED-tor 
cooperative   poetry   volume. 
Prefer   aesthetic   subjects 
Enclose stamped envelope 
PALOMAR     PUBLISHERS. 
Boat   4444.   Whltuer.   Calif 
Needed: 3coed roommates for 
sum qtr    Air cond apt. ceil 
Male roommate wanted for 
both summer sessions. 352- 
(117.   Winthrop S. 
ltM Yamaha tftcc. tan. Incl 
helmet  352-7171. 
Mickle-Congralulalions on 
your lavalienng The Pecans 
are heartbroken Love. Pitt! 
and Calendlnl. 
Furn house for students June 
a Sept. Ph 35MM1. 
Subletting 2 man apt for sum, 
2 bias from campus, town. 
IlICHno. utilities pd, parking 
asMM 
THE SALE IS STILL ON ALL 
RECORDS,   reg   U 99   now 
0 29;reg«4 9anowM29.etc 
ALL I tracks a casettes tt.se 
Woodstock   soundtrack,   a   3- 
record set-et.17.     MUSIC 
CTTY. 
Congrala to Little Cant a 
Grand-Uttlea Lynnt a Anne 
on activation! O Phi A Ion. 
Barb. 
Fan apt tor June a Sept, 
352 OwSl 
Dale wanted: Contact Pawl.    Female roommite  needed 
2 bdrm turn apt for sum t fall 
for girls. Ideal location across 
from Frat Row. Will rent to 
mamed couple for sum   sat- 
PERSONALS 
Congratulations      Mirvil, 
Carol a Donna on acuvaUon - 
Those pine look mighty good 
you! Your Proud a Happy 
Barb a Kendra 
I En   all   Greek   cooks 
/loureacent pakunaa' 
In review 
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'Chicago' 
By Barb JacoU 
Jeff Levi ton 
An enthusiastic crowd of 
3,50Gmet"chicago"Jt Anderson 
Anna Thursday night (or an 
entertaining but somewhat 
monotonous two-hour concert. 
The seven-member group 
played two one-hour seta 
which Included hits from their 
two top-selling albums. No 
new material was played, 
however, and the concert 
sadly lacked creative 
arrangement. 
The crowd greeted their 
Brat number "Introduction," 
from their first album, with an 
enthusiasm that never waned 
throughout the concert. 
Lead vocalist Terry Kath la 
definitely the focal point of the 
group. 
He not only provides the 
strongest vocals, but his lead 
guitar skills and dominant 
stage presence adds backbone 
to the group. 
Drummer Danny 
Seraphlne deserves mention 
for his excellent performance 
throughout. His solos thrilled 
the crowd and displayed a 
great deal of versatility. 
The highlights of the 
concert were "Make Me 
Smile," "Chicago's" first 
single endeavor, and "I'm a 
Man" from their first album. 
In past performances the 
group has finished their set 
with "I'm a Man." The hard- 
driving number seems to have 
an effect of a grand finale 
which always puts the crowd 
on its feet. The BG audience 
was no exception. 
"Chicago" concentrates on 
blending Instrumentation with 
politically-oriented lyrics. 
Nearly the whole effect was 
lost, however, because of the 
poor acoustics in Anderson 
Arena. 
Anyone sitting in the 
bleachers close to the stage, or 
far to the rear lost a great deal 
of the unity in the concert. 
In an Interview before the 
concert, organist Bob Lamm 
explained the "sound" of 
"Chicago" in concert: 
"We play very much like 
on record in our concerts," he 
said, "except for the rhythm 
secUon-they change all the 
time."    He added  that the 
BOWLING GREEN audiences Invariably greet pM—I wtth « 
and standing ovations, but none ran compare with the reipo—I received by 
"Chicago"'   The seven-man group performed before 3.5M In 
Arena, Thursday night. 
Anderson 
Newsphotos by 
Phil Hailnr 
audience responds better to 
familiar sounds. - 
The group has been playing 
a series of one-nighters which 
Lamm called "a drag." "The 
actual playing is a lot of fun. 
We really get into it on stage, 
you know. But tlie traveling 
gets you down." 
On a political note, Lamm 
said he was "disgusted" by 
what happened at Kent State 
and Jackson. He said there 
was no need for National 
Guard on campus, then, or on 
any campus. 
Lamm said that Nixon la 
"serving to unite the kids In 
protest" through his actions. 
The group would like to 
plan a pop festival somewhere 
in .the midwest, according to 
Lamm. "It probably won't be 
another 'Woodstock,' though," 
he said. "To get that many 
people all together at one time 
without something happening 
Is a rare thing, and it probably 
won't happen again." 
Summer signals music festivals 
Compiled By Jeff Leviton 
Staff Reporter 
For the past several 
months many promoters have 
been busy putting together 
various rock festivals for the 
summer. One of these, which 
has the makings of becoming 
a second Woodstock, is "the 
Festival at Amby Williams 
Farm" on June 26-28, in 
LowvUle, New York, about SO 
miles northwest of UUca. 
Some of the same people 
who helped with the Wood- 
stock festival are aiding in this 
effort. The counterpart to Max 
Yasgur at Woodstock is Amby 
Williams, who has made a 
deal to sell his 1240 acres for 
the festival. 
The promoters have put out 
numerous press releases 
emphasizing the role Williams 
has played in this venture. 
A recent release said the 71 
year-old farmer is "a hippie at 
heart," who isn't quite sure 
that he lives in a free countrv. 
Budd Filippo, the festival 
promoter, said his people have 
plans for an extensive system 
of facilities at the site. 
As far as food is concerned 
a system of prepacked foods 
from snacks to complete 
meals will be used. Nothing in 
cans or bottles will be sold so 
as to facilitate garbage 
disposal. A release has slated 
that "all prices will be 
nominal, geared to fit the 
economical budget of the 
audience." 
A festival sanitation and 
water coordinator con- 
templates having an around- 
the-clock staff to test and 
maintain the security of the 
system. Preliminary plans 
call for a sufficient number of 
toilets to be "strategically" 
placed for the "optimum 
comfort" of everybody 
present and to satisfy new 
state health regulations. 
Premier talent of New 
York City Is lining up per- 
formers, but no names hive 
yet been announced. 
Theatre group presents 
Dark of the MOOR' 
"Dark of the Moon," a folk 
legend with music, will be 
presented by the University 
Theatre Thursday through 
Saturday, in the Main 
Auditorium. 
"Dark of the Moon" is a 
fantasy based on the story of 
an old Smoky Mountain 
legend, "Barbara Allen." 
The play, written by 
Howard Richardson and 
William Berney, makes ample 
use of the legends, chants, 
square dances and hymns of 
the mountain people of the 
Great   Smokies   of   North 
Carolina. 
"Dark of the Moon" tells of 
John the Witch Boy's desire to 
forsake the mountain heights 
and became a human being 
because be is in love with the 
mortal Barbara Allen, played 
by Maryjane DemsU, fresh- 
man (LA). 
The Witch Boy, Bruce 
Baker, freshman (Ed.), Is 
able to have the desired 
change if Barbara remains 
faithful for one year. 
The play begins at 8 p.m. 
Reservations may be made by 
calling 372-2719 from 11 a jn. to 
3:30 pjn. 
Although Filippo's 
elaborate plans seem to have 
been initiated with good In- 
tentions he has gotten some 
hassles from nine collectives. 
The collectives have Jointly 
sent a letter to Filippo 
demanding community 
control of the services and 
facilities at the festival, aa 
well as a choice In talent, 
10,000 free tickets for thelr 
"poor brothers and sisters," 
and a copy of the festival film 
for benefit showings. 
Signers of this letter 
against what they call "rock 
rip-offs" include the Com- 
mittee to Defend the New 
York Panther 21, the Youth 
International Party, Rat, the 
rock and roll workshop of the 
Alternate University, the 
Conspiracy, Urban Un- 
derground, the Firehouse, 
Outlaw Collective-YIP, and 
the White Panther Party-YIP. 
A portion of that letter 
reads as follows: "We live In 
Woodstock-Altamont Nation, 
a contradictory revolutionary 
state in which great feelings of 
love and freedom are ex- 
ploited by promoters who do 
not share our vision but who 
have discovered that 
revolution Is profitable." 
The letter goes on to call 
Woodstock "a freak historical 
accident." High ticket prices, 
fences, and cops have made 
other festivals "bat- 
tlegrounds", stated the letter. 
"We want no more 
Altamonts." TV Altamont 
festival In California was 
characterized by violence and 
death. "We are enraged at 
callous profiteering on our 
free culture. We will stand for 
no more exploitation of our 
community of music and 
musicians," it said. 
The letter also threatened 
to see that the festival 
receives no advertising in the 
underground press if demands 
aren't met. They also pledged 
to hold a counter "Festival of 
Thieves" the same weekend. 
It's really frustrating to see 
this kind of hassellng because 
It has appeared that Filippo 
isn't out to make a quick buck. 
Making money with these 
festivals has appeared to be 
the exception and not the rule 
as of now. The Village 
"Voice" noted "the elaborate 
planning indicates a genuine 
concern for the safety and 
welfare of those In at- 
tendance." 
A festival public relations 
man has assured reporters 
that there would be no guns or 
clubs here as was the case at 
Altamont. 
The "Voice" also has 
stated that "the promoters 
would probably find it to their 
advantage to make some 
direct overture to the 
Movement, as the Woodstock 
organizers did. That and the 
fact that they are placing their 
bread, reputations, and future 
on the line up front in the face 
of possible financial losses, as 
well as favorable action by 
townspeople, should be 
enough" stated the "Voice". 
For those of you who 
missed Woodstock the first 
time, this may prove to be a 
second chance. 
10% OFF 
on  All  Parts  & Service 
Stearns Sunoco 
605 W. Main  St. 
190 - 33.9 
200 (reg) 35.9 
Congratulations 
to the new 
DELT NEOPHYTES 
CONGRATULATIONS 
TO THE SISTERS OF 
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA 
ON WINNING THE 
ALL GREEK TROPHY!! 
CAPRI CASUALS 
Nifty nailhead trim on brown 
leather. Buy now; be ready for 
the Holiday fun. SVk-10. Just one 
from our collection. 9.00 
LASALLE'S 
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Spring sports teams fizzle out 
Diamondmen lose 2; 
fail to hit .500 mark 
By Denny While 
Sports Editor 
Huntington, W. Va. - 
"liet's go. Let's get 'em 
back." This Is what the Falcon 
baseball players heard 
repeatedly from coach Dick 
Young as they went to bat 
during the first two games of 
the Marshall series. 
Maybe third baseman Tom 
Bennett was so tired of 
hearing it that he walloped a 
three run homer in the first 
inning of the third game. 
After 19 innings of trying to 
catch the Thundering Herd, 
Bowling Green (16-19) was 
finally in front and they rode 
out the pole position for a 4-1 
win. 
Right-hander Britt Raburn 
"went wild" with the three run 
pad and stopped Marshall (14- 
12) on four hits, facing only 26 
batters in the seven inning 
game. 
John Knox walked and Jim 
McKenzie singled to left, 
before Bennett clouted his 
only home run of the season, a 
pulled shot over the left field 
fence, 350 feet away. 
Bennett, a Junior from 
Toledo, collected two more 
hits for a final average of .359, 
second to KMUX'S .370. Knox 
was at his best, ripping out 
three hits Friday, and two 
singles in Saturday's first 
game, raising his top hit total 
Netmen place third 
in conference play 
ByScrottScredon 
Sports Writer 
Toledo's Rockets continued 
their reign as MAC tennis 
champions as they ac- 
cumulated 18 points, five more 
than runner-up Western 
Michigan, at the conference 
tournament last weekend in 
Oxford. 
Having winners in five of 
the six flights in singles play 
and adding another victory at 
the number two doubles 
position, TU ran its streak to 
five consecutive Mid- 
American titles. Bowling 
Green finished third with nine 
points, followed by Miami 
with six while Ohio University 
had a disasterous two days, 
marking up only two points. 
Ken Swartx and Brian 
Bngel led the Rocket assault, 
as each won their own In- 
dividual bracket and them 
paired up to capture a victory 
in the doubles. 
Swartx, MAC singles 
champ two years ago 
regained his crown by ousting 
BG's Denny Cavanaugh 6-1, 3- 
6,6-2. Cavanaugh had beaten 
Phil Irish of Miami to get to 
the finals, while Swartx 
defeated Jerry Smith of 
Western and Lee Adams of 
OU. On May 5 during the dual 
meet between BG and Toledo, 
Cavanaugh beat Swartx in two 
sets. 
Engel topped Western 
Michigan's Joel Voelkart wto 
win the number six singles. 
BG coach Bob GiU thought this 
was the key to the Rocket 
victory. 
"This gave them their final 
point," he said. "Western 
Michigan might have tied 
them had Voelkart taken 
numbers six and then Western 
come through In the doubles." 
Engel and Swartx teamed 
up to beat Paul Westof and BUI 
Richards of WM 6-4, 6-4 to 
secure the win at number two 
doubles. This was one of the 
five second place finishes by 
the Broncos. 
TU's Greg Morton, Rick 
Nagy, and Ken Brown were 
also champions in their 
brackets. Morton knocked off 
Erik Verkade of Western at 
number two, Nagy beat Tom 
Ughtvoet of BG at three, 
while at number four. Rick 
Stuff erman of Miami lost to 
Brown. Morton and Nagy 
were also winners in their 
flights last year. 
Miami's Steve Greer 
prevented a Toledo sweep in 
the singles, by downing 
Western's BUI Richards. 
In doubles, Denny 
Cavanaugh and Tom Light- 
voet of the Falcons became 
the first BG team ever to win 
at number one, by beating 
Verkade-Mnith of Western, 4- 
I, 6-4, and 6-1. 
At number three, 
Western's      Pat      Birney- 
Voelkart disposed of Dan 
Ryan and Mark Goldner of 
Bowling Green in two sets, 6-2- 
6-3. 
BG, due to four first round 
losses in singles play, were 
never in contention for thte 
title Mark Goldner, BUI 
Oudsema, Sam Salisbury, and 
Dan Ryan were aU defeated In 
their opening matches, with 
Oudsema and Salisbury losing 
to the eventual champUons in. 
their flight. 
The Cavanaugh-Iightvoet 
doubles win was the highlight 
of the Falcon weekend, but 
Ryan-Goldner also teased the 
Miami crowd by upending 
Brown and Driftmeyer of 
Toledo. 
"It was one of the biggest 
upsets of the tournament," 
said coach GUI about his 
number three team, of which 
Dan Ryan will return next 
year. 
The coach was "very 
happy" about the team's 
finish, and felt good that his 
team came out weU in the 
tournament draw. 
"The draw really hurt 
OU," he said, referring to the 
Bobcats sad finish. Ohio had 
defeated BowUng Green 5-4 in 
a dual meet earlier this 
spring. 
to 44. 
Bowling Green was not 
lacking for hits in losing the 
first two contests, but they 
were always a run or two short 
and the pitchers were not able 
to retire the pesky Herd when 
they had to. 
Reliever Tom Schweitzer 
was the victim of a 10th inning 
suicide squeeze by Roger 
Gertz, giving Marshall a 7-6 
victory, Friday. 
The home club took a 1-0 
lead off BG starter Ken Hess, 
but Greg Wy lie socked his first 
four bagger with Bob Hill 
aboard in the second for a 
brief 2-1 advantage. 
Marshall countered with 
three runs, and Bowling Green 
came back with two on Joe 
Chirko's bases loaded single. 
The Falcons had five hits in 
the inning but Herd right 
fielder John Wiseman doused 
the big-inning hopes by 
throwing out Bennett at home. 
The hit-and-run parade 
subsided in the fourth with the 
score 5-5, and lasted until the 
eighth when HiU blasted one of 
Carl HewUtt's pitches beyond 
the left field fence. Cralg 
Dickson copied the clout in the 
bottom of the 8th to tie the 
score again. 
Schweitzer reared the side 
in the 9th, but a walk, single 
and intentional pass set the 
stage for the surprise squeeze 
in the extra inning. 
The Falcons were outlasted 
again in the first part of the 
doubleheader Saturday, losing 
6-5 , though outhittlng Mar- 
shall, 11-9. 
Sophomores Rod Allen and 
Tom Kennard were put in the 
starting lineup at second base 
and catcher and freshman 
Jeff Lessig was brought on in 
relief, as coach Young looked 
to the future. 
Again, the Herd Jumped to 
a 1-0 lead and BG tied the 
score twice, only to fall behind 
in the bottom half of the Inning 
both times. Mel Karnehm was 
the hitting star, collecting 
three hits for the second day in 
a row and the game ended 
with Tim Pettorini getting 
nailed at third by the right- 
fielder Wldeman. 
An argument ensued about 
the caU, but it was a losing 
cause, Just as so many other 
games had been during the 
frustrating season in which 
the Falcons duplicated their 
16-19 mark of a year ago. 
It seemed Uke a good time 
to depart Huntington, but 
Bennett lifted the team's 
morale at the start of the 
nightcap and Raburn fired 
darts. Britt had not forgotten 
the football defeat to Marshall 
when he was the starting 
center, and now the return nip 
here, had been worth it. 
NOT QUICK ENOUGH Is Ohio University's undefeated 
pitcher Ed Robblns as be Is tagged out by Falcon third 
baseman Greg Plant In a recent baseball clash.   Super- 
N.-.ph.l. by Lo.fr Fullartwi 
vising Bobbin's slide Is Bobcat coach Bob Wren who owns 
more than 400 victories during his collegiate coaching 
career. 
Track team falters in league tourney 
ByVinMannix 
Sports Writer 
Bowling Green's track 
team didn't „et the MAC 
championship they went after 
down at Miami University, but 
they meUowed their disap- 
pointment by bringing home 
five individual MAC titles, the 
most for the Falcons in over a 
decade. 
" We wanted to place higher 
in the team standings," said 
Dave WotUe who garnered 
two individual titles, winning 
the half mile (1:51), and the 
mile (4:07.2). 
The other Falcon titlists 
were Paul Zitko who captured 
the 120 yard high hurdles In a 
tune of 14.7 second and Sid 
Sink who traded his 1969 
steeplechase tiUe in for a 1970 
three mile crown. Sink 
finished second in the 
steeplechase on Friday but 
came back Saturday to win 
the three mile event in 13:51. 
"He said he didn't feel the 
'animal instinct' when he was 
running the steeplechase," 
said Wottle about Sink's 
disappointment in being 
unable to defend his '69 
steeplechase    championship. 
Ruggers bite the dust 
Ohio State club proves best in state 
By Jack O'Breza 
Assistant Sports Editor 
The Ohio State rugby club 
proved that it was truly the 
number one team in the state 
as the visiting Buckeyes 
whipped the Bowling Green 
rugby club 11-5 Saturday on 
Sterling Farm. 
A   crowd   of   about   150 
spectators saw the Falcon's 
bid for an upset thwarted by 
the mighty Scarlet and Gray. 
Although it was only the 
second defeat of the season for 
Bowling Green(5-2), the Ion 
was a significant one as it 
marked the second time this 
spring that the Falcons had 
failed to win the big game. 
The other setback was an 8-6 
HswaaaeVi kr LOT? FUMM** 
BALL HAWKING proves successful for the Ohio State ruggers hi their efforts to 
wtaalineeut carafe U a 11-i triumph over the Bowling Green rugby club. The 
loss to the powerful Wheeling 
Gators down In West Virginia. 
Falcon regulars Butch 
Falk, Bowling Green's leading 
scorer and left winger, Chris 
Eckenroad, inside center and 
club president, and right 
winger Rick Schneider all 
failed to see action because of 
Injuries In their squad's final 
game of the season. 
Ohio State's Don Kennicot 
scored the game's first try 
when he was pushed into the 
end zone following a two-yard 
scrum. Roger Clay's con- 
version attempt was wide and 
the Buckeyes led 3-0. 
Bowling Green's initial 
scoring threat came midway 
in the period when . the 
Falcons won a scrum at the 
Ohio State 25 yard line. Scrum 
half Bill Stross pitched the ball 
out to flyhalf Aidan KeUy who 
raced 10 yards before passing 
to outside center Jim Gerding 
who was gang tackled a few 
yards short of the Buckeye 
end zone. 
Although Bowling Green's 
forwards won the first scrum, 
Ohio State's pack captured the 
next four en route to a 13-5 
advantage In the department. 
"Bowling Green's forward 
pack was about the strongest 
we've ever run up against as 
they won almost every lineout, 
but their lack of experience 
gave us an advantage in the 
scrums," said Ohio State's 
captain day. 
Second half action saw the 
Falcon's miss an excellent 
■coring opportunity when a 
loose scrum formed on the 
Ohio State three-yard line. 
The Buckeyes managed to 
gain control of the ball and 
kicked It oat of trouble 
averting a possible Bowling 
Green score in the process. 
An exchange of kicks as a 
result of the scrum ensued 
until Ohio State's Tom Prince 
latched onto the pigskin and 
rambled 60 yards to pay dirt. 
Clay's extra points kick waa 
good and the Buckeyes took an 
"In the three mile, Sid ran 
a real smart race," WotUe 
continued. "He never let 
(Bob) Bertelsen (OU) or 
(Jerry) Liebenberg (WMU) 
open up a lead on him." 
After taking the lead with 
two laps to go, Sink began his 
kick down the backstretch, 
opening a 20 yard lead on 
Bertelsen for which he 
received a standing ovation 
from the Oxford crowd as he 
broke the tape. 
"They really Uke him down 
there since they knew about 
his comeback," said WotUe. 
"After the way he felt running 
in the steeplechase, you could 
tell Sid had that competitive 
instinct again when it came 
time for the three mile.'' 
Speaking of his own double 
victory in the MAC'S. Wottle's 
appetite is whetted now for 
another goal. 
"I still haven't qualified by 
time for the nationals in the 
mile," he said, explaining that 
he needs a 4:07, which he 
missed this last weekend by 
two tenths of a second. 
As conference titlists Sink, 
Huston, Zitko, and Wottle are 
thus ticketed for the NCAA 
Championships, however, 
Wottle still wants to qualify on 
time. 
One    Falcon    who    is 
64 advantage. 
Bowling Green tallied its 
first and only points of the 
contest on a three man pass 
play. Mike "Hoss" Bentx and 
Stross suppUed the passing as 
forward prop Al Bohl went In 
for the try. Aidan KeUy's 
conversion was good and it 
appeared that the Falcons 
were on the verge of a 
comeback with about seven 
minutes remaining. 
That hope was short Uved 
as the Buckeye's Rick Roach 
scooped up a blocked kick at 
the BowUng Green five yard 
line and scooted in for a try. 
The score came with about 
three, minutes of playing time 
remaining to ice the victory 
for Ohio State. 
Clay, Ohio State's 30-year- 
old offensive threat, indicated 
that his club was a bit out of 
shape for the game because of 
a three, week layoff caused by 
the student disorders in 
Columbus. 
"Bowling Green's backs 
were a bit ragged, but the 
team as a whole gave us a 
better game than we ex- 
pected," concluded Clay. 
Golfers finish in cellar 
for third straight year 
For the third year in a row Falcon golfers ended in the cellar 
of the MAC. Favored Miami captured the crown with a score of 
1117 as BG wound up in 1169, ten strokes behind fourth place 
Western Michigan. 
Scott Masters paced the teemen with a three day total of 229, 
on rounds of 77-78-74. Other team scores were, Cralg Leister 235, 
Dick Hadaway 236, Dick Erick 238, John Anderson 237, and 
Jim  Stone 240. 
BowUng Green had an opening day total of 396, but bounced 
with a second round of 383. Leading the comeback was Dick 
Hadaway, who fired with an excellent 73. The final round was 
the only one of the tourney In which all members of the squad 
managed to slip under the 80 level. The score of 388 was still too 
little, too late however. 
Miami coasted to the title by a margin of 14 shots over 
runner-up Ohio University. To show the Redskins complete 
dominence, medalist honors were shared by the hosts Chris 
Roderick and BUI Schumaker who finished in 221. Roderick won 
a two hole play-off for the top position. 
# 
sporrs 
probably pointing for the next 
two meets is Bobby James 
who was skunked in the 100 
yard dash due to a "quick 
gun," and consequently lost 
by a foot-in (9:.9). 
"The feUow from Western 
Michigan got an illegal start 
on the others but the officials 
didn't recall them," said head 
Falcon track coach Mel Brodt. 
Though feeUng Uke his 
team that they should've 
finished third if not higher, 
Brodt was pleased with the 
way his second-stringers 
performed under cham- 
pionship pressures. 
Though they didn't take 
enough places to overtake 
Western Michigan, Ohio 
University or Miami, the 
Falcons' "milkmen" came up 
with their best efforts for the 
MAC. 
, Tracy Elliott pulled a 
surprise on Friday taking 
fourth in the six mile run 
(29.28-a freshman record), 
and sixth a day later in the 
three mile (14:36.5). 
Finishing three places behind 
Elliott in the six mile was Jim 
FersUe whose 30:42.2 was his 
best yet. 
Coming in third and fifth in 
the mile, Steve Danforth 
(4:08.6) and Rich Breeze 
(4:113), half of the nation's 
best four mile relay team, 
each ran their best open mile. 
Luke Fullencamp took 
fourth in the quarter mile, 
running his lowest time this 
season ( : 49.41, while in the 
intermediate hurdles, Gary 
Osborne's personal best of 
-.53.9 won him a third place 
finish. Jim Gagnefs :54.9, 
and Paul Merrlweather's 
:55.4, despite getting them no 
places, were their best 
clockings this year. 
There were more Falcon 
personal bests in the field 
events which Included Mike 
Worth's 141 foot heave for 
fourth place in the hammer, 
Mark Trace's 6'6" fifth place 
high Jump, Jeff Booms 1437" 
toss for fourth place in the 
discus and John Trill's pole 
vault of 14'8" for a fourth 
place spot. 
The Falcons took third in 
both the 440 and mile relays, 
clocking their season's best 
time in the former, 42.3, and 
Just getting nipped by Miami 
for second place in the latter 
in 3:20.2. 
"The heat was unreal down 
there, and if we were rested 
like the other teams in the 
mile relay we couldVe taken 
second," said quartermiler, 
Jim Gagnet. "As It turned 
out, they still only got us by a 
yard." 
